
Wireless Solutions. 
Made Simple.
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Proven wireless solutions for 
warehousing and logistics  
With the digital revolution having far reaching implications for the B2B supply chain, 

the need for a fast, reliable wireless network has never been more important for 

supporting the needs of a modern, automated warehouse. 

At Redway Networks, we are experts in the design and installation of wireless 

solutions that improve warehouse efficiency by providing ‘wired like’ performance with 

superior, secure coverage and fast, stable connections to even the smallest of devices. 

Our bespoke wireless solutions support a plethora of warehousing technology and 

enable your business to improve its service capabilities and gain a competitive edge. 

Whatever the size or type of your facility, we can provide a robust wireless 

infrastructure that seamlessly connects all your internet-based devices and systems  

so your business can meet the needs of an on-demand supply chain. 

We provide private cloud and on-premise options and we only endorse world-leading 

wireless technology that is optimised for scalability, zero-touch provisioning, and 

simplified operations to ensure your warehouse facility gets optimum connectivity  

and a secure WiFi signal that never loses connection in the warehouse or outside.



At Redway Networks, we are independent wireless experts 

who have extensive experience within the warehousing and 

logistics sector. We believe in finding a partner and platform 

that fits your exact warehouse facility needs and will deliver 

ultimate connectivity, coverage, and reliability. Our team of 

network experts will recommend the best wireless solution  

for your business and guide you through the complete process 

so you have an affordable, resilient solution that will support 

your future network capacity for the next 8-10 years.

We partner with industry-leading brands and invest in 

software at the forefront of wireless technology, so you get a 

In addition, we partner with Zebra technologies and can provide the most competitive prices on Zebra warehouse solutions 

including RFID handheld, vehicle mount and wearable computers. 

Modern, secure WiFi for the connected warehouse 

We know that a successful wireless installation is more than just robust access points which is why all our engineers are Ekahau 

Certified and have the knowledge and expertise to deliver a right first-time initial design, which is presented through Ekahau Live 

to see the real-time impact of your new configuration. We are also experts in greenfield projects and can work around 

construction issues including ‘off plan’ design using theoretical heat mapping and post construction surveys. On your go-live 

date, our engineers won’t leave your warehouse facility until your network is thoroughly tested and supports your user needs. 

High performing warehouse WiFi made simple 

We are experts in warehouse WiFi and make even the most complex installations simple. We believe in a right first-time approach 

to your deployment – from initial survey through to post-installation support – so your WiFi brings a healthy ROI for your business. 
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WiFi Report

Operational & technical findings

Site survey summary

Network coverage

Access point location

WebEx presentation

WiFi Solution

Optimum performance

Ease of management

WiFi network security

Guest WiFi

Outdoor WiFi

WiFi Support

24/7 pro-active support

System management  
& monitoring

Remote access  
troubleshooting

Wireless network  
maintenance

User training

WiFi Installation

Out of hours engineers

Complex deployments

Firewall installations

Hardware installations

Point to Point installations

WiFi Network

Expert planning & design

End-to-end solutions

Enterprise grade technology

Connectivity (LAN & WAN)

Data cabling

WiFi Surveys

Certified Ekahau engineers

Predictive surveys

WiFi planning & design

Existing WLAN troubleshooting

Site surveys

• Wireless troubleshooting and  

heat mapping

• Ekahau design report

• Bespoke network design

• Post installation surveys

• Indoor & outdoor connectivity

• Advanced network security

• Next-generation WiFi that supports 

AI-driven software & hardware, 

mobile computing, handheld 

devices & internet-enabled forklifts

• Monitoring strategies

• 24/7 support and maintenance

• On-premise or cloud-based central 

management tools

hyper-reliable solution that delivers exceptional performance 

and simplifies every aspect of your digital operations.  

Our WiFi networks guarantee warehouse coverage to a 

pre-defined signal level to ensure even the smallest of 

devices have fast, stable connections and provide unified 

communications between staff, stock, and logistics. 

Brands

• Aruba (HPE) • Fortinet

• Cambium Networks • Meraki (Cisco)

• Ekahau • Ruckus

• Extreme Networks



“ We have been extremely impressed with our WiFi 

solution from Redway Networks and have seen a 

massive improvement in business efficiency and 

productivity as well as a reduction in costs as we’ve 

eliminated the need to employ additional staff. 

Redway provided us with assistance every step of 

the way and everything that was promised was 

achieved and delivered.”  

WF Education Group 

At Redway Networks, we are 100% client recommended and our WiFi is a 
future-proofed investment for your warehouse and distribution business. 

Redway Networks

70 Alston Drive, Bradwell Abbey,  

Milton Keynes MK13 9HG 

01908 046 400

info@redwaynetworks.com

redwaynetworks.com

“ We needed a wireless provider who was flexible and 

could work around construction issues, including 

project delays and who could also anticipate from 

the offset how the installation of the warehouse 

racks and electronics would impact the performance 

of the new WiFi once it was operational. A real ‘pain 

point’ for us in the initial stages was how well the 

WiFi would cope with our automated systems once 

the warehouse was up and running but Redway 

recognised this and proved they had the experience 

to get the foundations right from the start. Redway 

Networks delivered on every front and we now have 

a modern, robust, secure wireless network solution 

capable of supporting our business operations both 

now and in the future.”  

Pets Corner

https://www.redwaynetworks.com/case-study/pets-corner/?utm_source=WarehouseBrochure&utm_medium=WarehouseBrochure&utm_campaign=WarehouseBrochure_PetsCornerOpens
https://www.redwaynetworks.com/case-study/wf-education-group/?utm_source=WarehouseBrochure&utm_medium=WarehouseBrochure&utm_campaign=WarehouseBrochure_WFEducationOpens

